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A Paradigm Shift in Cybersecurity
Global businesses face extremely challenging security threats today. In spite of
deploying 70+ security tools on average, 77% of enterprises today are anticipating a critical infrastructure breach in the near future. We are not only seeing a
400%+ increase in data breaches year over year, but the meantime to detect,
respond, and remediate still remains over 100 days. The status quo of point
security solutions, post facto manual triage, and probabilistic correlations are
not working.
At Confluera we are ushering in a new era of cybersecurity by introducing the
industry’s first ‘Autonomous Detection and Response’ platform built to deterministically detect and stop attackers navigating your infrastructure.
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as they try to manually triage such security incidents. These manual investigations lead to alert fatigue and poor security coverage.
Dozens of security products that are deployed to address different aspects of
the problem have little or no integration with one another. The disjointed signals
produced by such siloed solutions not only create operational complexity but
also are the fundamental reason behind the lack of real-time and automated
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response. The big hammer approach to response and remediation hurts business continuity and gets in the way of applying an effective security response.
Security technologies today, fall short of meeting key challenges posed by modern cyberattacks and businesses continuously struggle with a dire cybersecurity
situation on their hands.		

Security Technology Landscape
Gartner estimates close to $125B spend on security products and services in
2019. This spend will be on a plethora of point security tools, that can neither

?

guarantee the prevention of an attacker’s entry nor detect a sophisticated
attacker dwelling in the enterprise infrastructure.				
PREVENTION IS NOT ENOUGH

Today’s enterprises have to defend an extremely large attack surface, whether
it is consumer malware, socially engineered attacks, vulnerable applications,
or malicious insiders. There are innumerable ways to get in, and preventive
solutions that are typically based on known attacks are increasingly rendered
ineffective at blocking the entry of sophisticated attackers.
POST-BREACH RESPONSE IS FUTILE

In the absence of bulletproof preventive solutions, the conventional approach
to security has shifted to post-breach detection and response. Technologies
such as EDR, NTA, UEBA, and others focus on detecting potentially malicious
behaviors. However, the challenge is that each of these technologies has limited
visibility into the attacker’s actions and produce extremely noisy signals with
numerous false positives that require further context and analyses to be actionable.
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SECURITY ANALYSIS IS A WILD-GOOSE CHASE

SIEM and log management services collect notable events and alerts from
across the infrastructure. These contain key insights into attacker’s malicious
actions, however, they get lost in the noise of a high volume of isolated alerts
from disparate sources. Security analyst’s post-fact attempt to manually triage
individual alerts is simply unscalable and infeasible.
Attempts to extract stronger insights by automated correlation of alerts have
several key limitations. Event correlation, machine learning techniques to find
outliers from baselined behavior, and playbook driven decision engines, try to
identify the larger context of an alert by searching for other related events. All
these approaches suffer from the narrow scope as they are challenged by temporal distance between events, alerts originating from siloed security products,
events occurring on different hosts, and constantly changing user identities. In
the absence of a deterministic framework that establishes causal relationships
between events, all such results are probabilistic observations at best, which
can be easily beaten by sophisticated attackers.

Confluera Bridges the Gap
Confluera introduces the industry’s first ‘Autonomous Detection & Response’
platform to detect and intercept sophisticated attacks as they progress, in
real-time. The platform is built on top of a fundamental capability to deterministically keep track of ‘Activity Sequences’ (causal map of system-level events
and related entities spanning across hosts over long periods that represent a
single intent) and integrate security results from multiple sources to identify
attack progressions in real-time.
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CONFLUERA IQ HUB

A horizontally scalable IQ Hub,
deployed on-prem or in the public
clouds, interfaces with the Confluera Sensors. The Confluera IQ Hub
(based on distributed ledger technology principles) is responsible for
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such as third-party security products,
threat intelligence feeds, and operHOW CONFLUERA WORKS?
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data centers or public cloud infrastructure as a service (IaaS). The platform
constitutes a distributed fabric of lightweight sensors deployed on all assets
being protected which securely communicate with the central hub where
real-time tracking and ranking of attack progression take place.
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RANK INTENT

Confluera uses out-of-the-box native behavioral detections with enrichment of
context from other customer-owned security products to identify the malicious
intent of an attacker. Security signals from multiple sources are contextually
fused with activity sequences to rank malicious intent.
Out of the box native behavioral detection: Known risky behaviors: The
Confluera platform identifies risky behaviors in all phases of the attack lifecycle
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Context Enrichment with External Results: Confluera integrates with key
infrastructure security products (such as Network Firewall, Antivirus, HIDS, FIM)
and other security-rich signals available in the customer’s operational environment
to enrich detections. These detections from external sources are mapped to the
activity sequence they belong to and results are contextually used to risk score.
Risk Scoring and Ranking of Attack Trails: Multimodal security detections are
used to risk score and rank the activity sequences in real-time. Ranking of risk
scored activity sequences surfaces risky attack progressions and pulls the needle
out of a haystack. When the risk scores of attack progressions cross configured
thresholds, policy-based actions are taken towards mitigating the attack in progress.
ERADICATE THREAT

Confluera comprehensively understands the entire attack progression as it
spreads across the infrastructure. The platform makes recommendations to
surgically act against all active entities to immediately stop the attack before
further damage. Besides, Confluera understands the detections triggered, entities compromised, and weaknesses exploited, which are used for meaningful
defense planning.

Confluera Platform Use Cases
AUTONOMOUS DETECTION OF SOPHISTICATED ATTACKS

The number one priority for any security team is to detect and respond to sophisticated attacks that might be in progress in their infrastructure. Regardless
of the method of attacker’s initial entry, all data breaches and major security
incidents are multi-staged advanced attacks, where the attacker stealthily hops
through the environment over an extended period to cause the ultimate damage.
Confluera brings infrastructure-wide scope to detection and response through
the life-cycle of an advanced attack. The following table presents some key
characteristics of sophisticated attacks and how the Confluera platform addresses each of these challenges.
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ALERT DELUGE REDUCTION

Security teams are overwhelmed by a deluge of alerts from a plethora of siloed
security products. Analysts are essentially reacting to incidents to figure out
whether an alert is part of a larger attack sequence or a benign isolated event.
Post fact root cause analysis of individual alerts through manual triage of
available forensics is extremely expensive and often inconclusive. The high
volume of alerts means triaging is beyond human capacity, leading to alert
fatigue. Most alerts from valuable security products deployed in the environment
remain uninvestigated and lead to poor security coverage.
Confluera turns the table on postfact security analysis by proactively
integrating all security signals into
the context of activity sequences in
real-time. The Confluera platform
deterministically groups native detections and external alerts from siloed
security products to uncover a highly
contextualized attack progression. It
reduces alert deluge by clearly filtering out alerts that contribute to an
attack progression from the ones that
are isolated and possibly benign.
SURGICAL RESPONSE TO
ATTACKS IN PROGRESS

Security teams constantly struggle
with questions regarding how to
mitigate an attack in progress and remediate the damage: “If I shut down a server where I saw some risky behavior,

• Autonomous detection of
sophisticated attacks
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does that mean I mitigated the complete attack?”, “Where is the attacker active
right now and how can I eliminate its entire footprint from my network?”, “Reimaging a machine hurts my business and I am not even sure if it helps for this
incident, should I take this step?” The Big hammer approach of shutting down
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servers, quarantining applications, and other disabling actions not only hurts
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Confluera understands an attacker’s complete footprint across the infrastruc-
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recommendations to act against the live entities across the entire footprint for

business continuity but also gets in the way of applying security responses.

ture in fine granularity. After detecting an attack in progress, it provides surgical
complete mitigation.
ROOT CAUSE SEARCH AND THREAT HUNTING

Hunting for the relevance of system-level IOCs such as file hashes, IP addresses,
cmd lines, and others is an important part of security operations. Analysts
are looking for answers to questions like “Has this suspicious executable I just
read about on my favorite blog appeared in my environment?”, Who dropped

it there, and what did they do before the drop? Is that actor still active in my
environment?”, “Who executed this cmd line and what happened after that?”. It
is all about quickly getting to the complete context of who, when, what, and why
around such suspicious artifacts.
Confluera brings the full context of activities related to a target artifact with a
single click. It enables quick root causing of what led to the artifact appearing in
the environment, and also how it participated in activities since its first appearance.
PRIVILEGED ACTIVITY TRACKING

Understanding privileged activity is extremely important for security operations.
The security team has questions such as, “Who created this user account, and
what did they do before that”? “When was this service started on this machine
and what happened after that”? “Where did this privileged user login from”?
Privileged accesses are an important attack vector and a thorough understanding of such activities is vital.
Confluera provides granular real-time visibility of all activity sequences performed by privileged accounts.

Conclusion
Confluera’s Autonomous Detection and Response platform shifts the paradigm
for enterprise security. It brings a game-changing capability to keep track of
activity across the infrastructure and integrate security visibility from disparate
sources to deterministically surface ongoing sophisticated multistage attacks
before ultimate damage. Confluera’s ability to use relevant security results to
rank ongoing threats removes the need for reactive investigations and automates security analysis to being proactive.
It simplifies security operations by contextually integrating the deluge of alerts
that analysts are facing today. It also reduces the operational complexities of
using siloed security products and proactively makes use of their results in
real-time. This fundamentally changes security operations and brings dramatic
improvements in cost, time, and effort spent.
The Confluera platform is a dramatic advancement in cybersecurity to defend
against sophisticated attacks that are prevalent today and are going to get
more complex tomorrow.
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